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ABSTRACT

Trinucleotide repeats (TNRs) are of interest in
genetics because they are used as markers for
tracing genotype–phenotype relations and because
they are directly involved in numerous human
genetic diseases. In this study, we searched the
human genome reference sequence and annotated
exons (exome) for the presence of uninterrupted
triplet repeat tracts composed of six or more
repeated units. A list of 32 448 TNRs and 878
TNR-containing genes was generated and is
provided herein. We found that some triplet
repeats, specifically CNG, are overrepresented,
while CTT, ATC, AAC and AAT are underrepresented
in exons. This observation suggests that the occur-
rence of TNRs in exons is not random, but
undergoes positive or negative selective pressure.
Additionally, TNR types strongly determine their
localization in mRNA sections (ORF, UTRs). Most
genes containing exon-overrepresented TNRs are
associated with gene ontology-defined functions.
Surprisingly, many groups of genes that contain
TNR types coding for different homo-amino acid
tracts associate with the same transcription-related
GO categories. We propose that TNRs have poten-
tial to be functional genetic elements and that their
variation may be involved in the regulation of many
common phenotypes; as such, TNR polymorphisms
should be considered a priority in association
studies.

INTRODUCTION

Microsatellites, known also as short tandem repeats (STR)
or simple sequence repeats (SSRs), are tracts of tandemly
repeated short (1–6 bp) DNA sequence motifs. These
sequences are abundant in prokaryotic (1) and eukaryotic
(2) genomes and occur in both inter- and intragenic
regions, including open reading frames (ORFs).

Estimates from the human genome reference sequence
indicate that microsatellites may account for �3% of the
genome. This contribution, however, is highly approxi-
mate and depends strongly on how repeat length and
sequence purity thresholds are defined. An immanent
feature of microsatellites is their high mutability, which
leads to both sequence and length polymorphism (3–5),
the latter being at least one order of magnitude greater
than the former (3,6). The length polymorphism of
microsatellites makes them very informative genetic
markers; they are used as such in population genetics,
genetic mapping and linkage analysis (7–9).
Microsatellite polymorphisms are also, next to single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and copy number
polymorphisms (CNPs), very significant components of
human genetic variation capable of modifying many
common phenotypes.
Trinucleotide repeats (TNRs) are a special class of

microsatellites. These sequences have received special
attention, primarily because some are known to undergo
pathogenic expansions that cause triplet repeat expansion
diseases (TREDs). More than 20 genetic disorders belong
to this group; they are mostly neurodegenerative and
neuromuscular (10,11) disorders. In several TREDs,
stable RNA structures formed by triplet repeats present
in untranslated regions of the responsible genes are
implicated in pathogenesis (12–15); in some other
TREDs, CAG repeats expressed as homo-Gln tracts in
proteins give rise to pathogenesis (16–18).
The great majority of TNRs do not undergo pathogenic

expansion and little is known about their normal function
in human genes and transcripts. The features of TNRs
that suggest their functionality include: (i) widespread
occurrence in exons, (ii) formation of stable hairpin or
quadruplex structures by some TNRs and (iii) coding
for homo-amino acid (AA) tracts. In this article, we
address the question of whether the occurrence of TNRs
in human exome is random (null hypothesis) or subject to
positive or negative selective pressure (alternative hypoth-
esis). To test the above hypotheses, we compared the fre-
quency of all TNR types in exons with their frequencies in
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the entire genome. The high overrepresentation of some
TNR types and underrepresentation of others in exons
favor the alternative hypothesis. To further characterize
TNRs localized in exons, we have classified all exonic
TNRs with regard to their orientation (sense/antisense),
localization in the mRNA (50-UTR/ORF/30-UTR) and
coded AA. Using the groups of genes defined by the
above criteria, we performed gene functional association
analysis. We show that most groups of genes containing
TNR types overrepresented in exons are strongly
associated with function as defined by gene ontology
(GO) terms. The above results suggest that TNRs have
high potential to be important functional elements in
human genes and argue against the common notion that
microsatellites are ‘genetic junk’. This functionality can be
expressed at the protein, RNA or DNA (genetic) level. We
propose that polymorphic TNRs, especially those
localized in or close to exons or genetic regulatory
elements (promoters, enhancers, microRNA genes, etc.)
have considerable phenotype-modifying potential and
should be considered high priority genetic variants in
genotype–phenotype association studies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Identification of TNRs

To identify all TNRs [�6 repeated units (U)] present in the
reference sequence of the human genome NCBI build
36.1, March 2006 Assembly (hg18), we used the
BLASTn program available on the webpage of Ensembl
Genome Browser—http://www.ensembl.org. The refer-
ence human genome sequence was searched in both direc-
tions against 10 sequences [(AAC)6, (AAG)6, (AAT)6,
(ACC)6, (GAC)6, (ACT)6, (CAG)6, (AGG)6, (ATC)6 and
(CGG)6] representing all combinations of nucleotide
triplets. We excluded from the analysis triplets composed
of homonucleotides, as they actually represent
mononucleotide tracts. The BLASTn parameters were as
follows: -filter, none; -RepeatMasker, no; -W (word size),
2; -wink (step size), 1; -E (expectancy) was adjusted to
obtain only perfect match hits; other parameters,
default). The TNRs localized in exons annotated by
RefSeq or UCSC were defined as exonic and were
characterized according to their mRNA localization
(50-UTR, ORF, 30-UTR) and encoded AA.

Functional association analysis

We performed a functional association analysis for groups
of genes defined by TNR type, mRNA localization and
encoded AA. Only groups with �20 genes were taken for
analysis. We compared these groups of genes with Gene
Ontology categories [biological process (BP), cellular com-
partment (CC) and molecular function (MF)] using the
database for annotation, visualization and integrated dis-
covery, DAVID—http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/ (19,20).
The DAVID program calculated fold enrichments, frac-
tions of involved genes, appropriate P-values and correc-
tion for multiple tests. A Bonferroni corrected P< 0.01
was considered significant unless otherwise stated.

Statistical methods

All statistical analyses were performed using Statistica
(StatSoft, Tulsa, OK, USA) or Prism v. 4.0 (GraphPad
Software, San Diego, CA, USA). The K–S graphs were
created using an online tool available on the webpage
of College of Saint Benedict and Saint John’s
University, Collegeville, MN—http://www.physics.csbsju
.edu/stats/KS-test.html.

Secondary-structure prediction

The secondary structures of the multi-TNR-mRNAs were
predicted using the Mfold program (21). The predicted
structures of the lowest free-energy conformations were
taken for visualization.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Some TNR types are strongly overrepresented and others
are underrepresented in human exons

To determine the frequencies of all types of TNRs in the
human genome, all uninterrupted TNR tracts composed
of six or more repeated units were identified using the
BLASTn algorithm. The human genome reference
sequence (assembly March 2006) was searched in both
directions for each of the 10 non-redundant TNR
sequences distinguished by the criteria of combined
frames and complementarity: AAC representing (AAC/
GTT, ACA/TGT and CAA/TTG), AAG (AAG/CTT,
AGA/TCT, GAA/TTC), AAT (AAT/ATT, ATA/TAT,
TAA/TTA), ACC (ACC/GGT, CAC/GTG, CCA/
TGG), GAC (GAC/GTC, ACG/CGT, CGA/TCG),
ACT (ACT/AGT, CTA/TAG, TAC/GTA), CAG
(CAG/CTG, AGC/GCA, GCA/TGC), AGG (AGG/
CCT, GGA/TCC, GAG/CTC), ATC (ATC/GAT, TCA/
TGA, CAT/ATG), CGG (CGG/CCG, GGC/GCC,
GCG/CGC). Lowercase letters will be used to distinguish
the orientations of TNRs localized in exons (e.g. cag or ctg
instead of CAG). By applying the above criteria, we
identified 32 448 TNRs in the entire human genome
(Supplementary Table S1). The most frequent repeats
were AAT, AAC and AAG with a frequency of 13 242,
9028 and 2731 occurrences, respectively (Figure 1A). The
least frequent were GAC with 16 and ACT with 273 tracts
identified. The frequency of the other TNRs ranged from
921 CGG to 1964 ATC occurrences. The relative
frequencies of different TNR types observed in our
study is similar to that found in earlier genome-wide
surveys that used different repeats length and purity
thresholds (22–26). In one of these studies, the genomic
frequency of various microsatellite types was shown to
correlate inversely with their back-folding annealing tem-
perature, i.e. the tendency of their single strands to form
stable hairpin or quadruplex structures (22). This obser-
vation well explains the high frequency of AT-rich TNRs
having no or low structure-forming potential and the
lower frequency of GC-rich TNRs capable of forming
stable hairpin or quadruplex structures. However, when
we formally compared the frequency of the TNR types
observed in our study with the annealing temperatures
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of specific TNR sequences determined earlier in DNA
(22), we found only a modest (r2=0.44), marginally sig-
nificant correlation. This moderate correlation suggests
that other factors may also influence the occurrence of
various TNR types in the human genome.
In the next step of the study, we extracted 1030 TNRs

localized in the exonic sequences of 878 genes
(TNR-containing genes) (Supplementary Table S2).
Exons were defined by RefSeq (27) and UCSC nomencla-
tures (28,29) and accounted for 2.75% of the total human
genome sequence. As much as 93% of identified
TNR-containing genes belong to the well-validated
classes of genes (RefSeq status: validated, reviewed)
(Supplementary Table S2), whereas only 80% of all
non-redundant human genes (RefSeq defined) belong to
this class. This result is consistent with the observation
showing that functionally unclassified genes are
significantly underrepresented among TNR-containing
genes (PANTHER Classification System http://www
.pantherdb.org).
The most frequent TNRs in the exonic sequences were

CGG with 365 occurrences, CAG with 301 and AGG with
169. The frequencies of other TNRs ranged from 0 (ACT)
to 51 occurrences (ACC). Comparing the TNR frequency
in the genome with that in exons, we found that all types
of TNRs taken together are only slightly (1.16 times)
overrepresented in exons [the overall TNR density
(coverage) in genomic and exonic sequences is
11 TNR/Mbp (0.0273%) and 13 TNR/Mbp (0.0287%), respec-
tively]. As the frequencies of different types of TNRs in
exons differ significantly and there is no correlation
between the frequency of TNRs in the genome and in
exons (r2=0.05), we calculated the over-/under-
representation ratio for each TNR type (Figure 1B) as
well as for each TNR orientation in exons (Figure 1C).
It is apparent that some TNRs are strongly overrepre-
sented in exons and others are underrepresented (Figure
1B and C). The most overrepresented are two CNG-type
TNRs: CGG: 14.4� (cgg: 17.9�, ccg: 11.0�) and CAG:
10.4� (cag: 13.6�, ctg: 7.2�), while the most under-
represented are AT-rich TNRs: AAT: �8.7� (aat:
�10.1�, att: �7.6�), AAC: �5.4� (aac: �10.3�,
gtt: �3.6�) and AAG: �3.8� (aag: �2.2�, ctt:
�18.8�). Based on the formally calculated representation
factors for all TNR types (not only those related to
TREDs), we propose that the observed over- and under-
representation of specific TNR types in exons may result
from positive and negative selective pressure, respectively.
The factor that can also influence over-/under-
representation of TNR types in exons is the nucleotide
composition of the sequences being compared. It was
shown for example that median GC content in human
exons (0.51) is higher than in genome (0.41) (30).
Although this difference is relatively low when compared
to the differences in TNR frequencies it may partially
explain the overrepresentation of GC-rich TNRs in
exons and opposite trend for AT-rich TNRs. The different
nucleotide composition observed in first (coding), internal
and last exons (31) can also influence a biased distribution
of homo-AA tracts in these exons (e.g. homo-Ala, -Leu, -
Gly and -Pro are overrepresented in the first exons

Figure 1. Frequency of TNRs in the human genome and in exons.
(A) The total number of TNRs (�6U) identified in the
reference sequence of the human genome and in human exons.
Different colors represent different TNR types and are used consistently
throughout the article. (B) Representation rates of the 10 TNR types in
human exons. Positive and negative values represent the fold over- and
under-representation, respectively. The representation rate
was calculated as the ratio of a TNR’s density (number of TNRs
per 1Mbp) in exons to its density in the entire genome including
exons. For calculation, we have taken into account the total genome
size and the fraction of the genome covered by exons annotated by
RefSeq and/or UCSC nomenclature (2.75%). (C) Representation
rates calculated separately for each orientation of each TNR type.
In calculating these ratios, we assumed that both TNR orientations
are represented equally in the genome (e.g. to calculate the
representation rate for ccg, we divided the density of ccg in
exons by the density of CGG in the genome divided by two).
The symbols H and Q indicate TNRs for which RNA strands are
capable of forming stable hairpin and quadruplex structures,
respectively.
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whereas homo-Gln, -Glu and -Ser are overrepresented in
internal exons) (22).

Length distribution differs significantly between specific
TNR types but does not differ between TNRs localized
inside and outside exon sequences

It was recently shown that TNR lengths present in the
reference human genome sequence can be used as
proxies for the most frequent or average allele lengths
(32). We also found a good correlation (R=0.8;
P-value <0.0001) between TNR lengths in the reference
sequence and the same TNRs recently genotyped in a
Polish population (33). Therefore, the next feature of
TNRs that we analyzed was their length distribution.
As shown in Figure 2A, the general trend in length

distribution is similar in all TNR types studied.
As expected, the shortest tracts are always the most
frequent and the frequency of others decreases roughly
exponentially with TNR length. For the majority of
TNR types, the longest tracts are shorter than 20U.
However, for some TNR types, tracts longer than 20 or
even 30U were identified. Extreme examples are 210 ACC
repeats, 123 and 79 ATC repeats, as well as 60 and 61
AAG repeats (see Supplementary Table S1 for details).
To formally compare the length distributions of

different TNR types, we used the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
(K–S) test. Pairwise comparison of the length distribu-
tions of all TNR types (Figure 2B) shows that these fall
into three distinct groups: 1 contains AAC, CGG, CAG,
AGG and ACC repeats, 2 contains ATC, AAT and ACT,
and 3 contains AAG. The low number of identified GAC
tracts (N=16) did not allow for their reliable
classification.
A more detailed analysis of TNR length distributions

within the individual groups distinguishes groups 2 and 3
as having an additional mode with a maximum at 13 and
20U, respectively (Figure 2A). This is the first formal
comparison and classification of TNR types into
length-defined groups, although the existence of extra
modes in the length distribution of some TNR types was
noticed earlier (22–24). The presence of the extra mode
increases the fraction of longer TNRs that are more
prone to undergo expansions. However, expansions of
ACT and AAT TNRs have not yet been detected nor
shown to cause human disease. On the other hand, the
expansion of AAG repeats in intron 1 of the FXN gene
is known to cause the recessive disorder Friedreich ataxia
(MIM #229300). The AAG repeat, which in our analysis
shows the most distinct length distribution, was analyzed
earlier in 20 different genomes (23). It was shown that the
unusual length distribution of AAG TNRs and the high
fraction of tracts longer than 10U are specific to
mammals. It was also demonstrated that long AAG
tracts are highly polymorphic and that there are several
AAG loci in the human genome (some of them localized in
introns) that contain alleles longer than 65U, analogous
to those causing Friedreich ataxia (23).
Using the K–S test, we also compared the lengths of

TNRs localized in exons and outside of exonic sequences.
Because different TNR types showed different length

distributions, the analysis was performed separately for
the CGG, CAG and AGG TNRs for which sufficient
numbers of tracts were identified in exons (Figure 2C).
The results obtained show that the lengths of TNRs
localized to exons do not differ from the lengths of
TNRs located outside exon sequences (K–S-test
D=0.04, P=0.87; D=0.05, P=0.77 and D=0.11,
P=0.08 for CGG, CAG and AGG, respectively). The
length of a TNR is probably a compromise between the
tendency of TNRs to expand and selective pressure acting
against excessive TNR length. Excessively long TNRs can
be a source of unnecessary polymorphism or even patho-
genic expansions. On the other hand, some level of
polymorphism can be beneficial by facilitating adaptive
evolution (34).

A similar analysis as above was conducted for all TNR
types comparing their length distribution in sequences
covered by RefSeq-defined genes (including exons and
introns) and sequences out of these regions (data not
shown). All TNRs except for AAG showed no differences
in length distributions. In the case of AAG TNRs, tracts
located in genes were on average 1U shorter than those
located in intergenic regions (average length: 8.9 and
10.1U, respectively; K–S-test; P< 0.001). This difference
may result from natural selection acting against the occur-
rence of the easily expandable sequences of long AAG
tracts in the transcribed regions of protein-coding genes
(Figure 2A). As mentioned above Friedreich ataxia is an
example of a pathogenic effect caused by expanded AAG.

The localization of TNRs in mRNA strongly
depends on their type

As TNRs occurring in different mRNA regions may have
different functions, we classified each TNR present in an
exon as belonging to the 50-UTR, 30-UTR or ORF. TNRs
localized in ORFs were further divided into subgroups
according to the coded AA. Figure 3A shows that out of
the 1030 TNRs identified in exons, 609 (59%) are localized
in the ORF (average TNR density 18 TNR/Mbp), 286 (28%)
in the 50-UTR (average TNR density 16 TNR/Mbp) and 133
(13%) in the 30-UTR (average TNR density 4 TNR/Mbp).
The remaining two TNRs could not be unambiguously
assigned to any of these locations.

As each of the 10 distinct TNR types can occur in two
orientations, we analyzed the distribution of 20 possible
single-stranded repeated motifs between mRNA sections
(Figure 3B) and found that it is not random. The TNRs
acc, cag, ctg, cct, agg, aag and gat occur most frequently in
the ORF (�80%). AT-rich TNRs are generally more
frequent in the 30-UTR. Extreme examples are att and
aat, which occur almost exclusively in the 30-UTR (100
and 94%, respectively). On the other hand, ccg and cgg
repeats are most frequent in the 50-UTR (52 and 62%,
respectively). This finding may be associated with the
fact that repeats harboring CpG dinucleotides are often
present in promoter regions and are involved in the regu-
lation of transcription. CG-rich repeats also have the
potential to regulate the initiation step of the translation
process (35–37). The observed overrepresentation of
CG-rich repeats in 50-UTRs and AT-rich repeats in
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30-UTRs can be partially explained by the well-known
higher AT and GC content of 30- and 50-UTRs,
respectively.

Homo-Gln is the most prevalent homo-AA tract encoded
by TNRs

The uninterrupted TNR sequences identified in our study
code for 15 of the 20 possible homo-AA tracts. The most
frequent are Gln, Ala, Glu and Leu tracts with 125, 90, 85
and 75 occurrences, respectively. Cys, Arg, Met and Asn
tracts are very rare (�5), and Tyr, Trp, Val, Ile and Phe
tracts do not occur at all. This distribution corresponds
generally to the distribution of homo-AA tracts identified
in the human proteome (38,39), despite the fact that
analyses conducted by others also include homo-AA
tracts encoded by interrupted TNRs (mixes of synony-
mous codons) that are significantly longer than the same
pure codon tracts (6). An exception is the homo-Gln tract,
which accounts for 19% of all homo-AA tracts identified

in this study but is only the seventh most frequent (5%)
among homo-AA tracts detected in the human proteome
(39). This discordance can be explained by lower number
of interruptions in the TNRs coding for homo-Gln tracts
comparing to TNRs coding for other homo-AA tracts.
The least frequent (or absent) tracts are those of
hydrophobic or highly hydrophobic AAs. Their lower fre-
quency, which was found in this and other studies (38,39),
may be explained by the higher toxicity of such tracts
(40,41).

Most TNR types localized in ORFs are associated with
transcription-related functions (GO terms)

To gain insight into the potential functions of TNRs in
exons, we conducted a functional association analysis that
compared the list of TNR-containing genes with BP, CC
and MF terms defined by the GO classification (42). We
assumed that the functions associated with TNRs may be
specific for their type, orientation, localization and coded

Figure 3. Localization of TNRs in mRNA regions. (A) Bar-plot showing the number of TNRs in 50-UTRs, ORFs and 30-UTRs. (B) Pie plots
showing the distribution of TNRs among mRNA regions separately for each TNR type and orientation. Subfractions of TNRs localized in ORFs
coding specific AAs are also indicated. The percentage and the number (in brackets) of TNRs in each fraction are indicated.
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AA tract. Therefore, prior to GO analysis, we classified all
TNR-containing genes (Supplementary Table S2) into
groups defined by the above criteria (Supplementary
Table S3). Only groups composed of 20 or more genes
were taken for GO-association analysis. These groups
included genes with: (i) gtt in the 30-UTR (N=31),
(ii) att in the 30-UTR (24), (iii) acc coding His (26), (iv)
agg in the 50-UTR (22), (v) agg coding Glu (79), (vi) cct
coding Ser (20), (vii) gat coding Asp (21), (viii) cag in the
50-UTR (20), (ix) cag coding Gln (94), (x) cag coding Ser
(35), (xi) ctg coding Leu (69), (xii) cgg in the 50-UTR (134),
(xiii) cgg coding Gly (42), (xiv) cgg coding Ala (40), (xv)
ccg in the 50-UTR (72), (xvi) ccg coding Ala (37) and (xvii)
ccg coding Pro (21) [note that the differences in the
numbers (N’s) indicated here and in Figure 3 are due to
the fact that some genes contain more than one TNR of
the same type]. The complete results of the GO-
association analysis are presented in Supplementary
Table S4 and are summarized in Table 1. The most
striking result is the association of several groups of

TNR-containing genes with transcription-related GO
terms [e.g. GO:0006350, transcription (BP); GO:0030528,
transcription regulator activity (MF); GO:0005634,
nucleus (CC)]. These groups include genes with different
TNR types coding for different homo-AA tracts localized
in ORFs [acc coding (His), cag (Gln), cag (Ser), cgg (Gly)
and ccg (Ala)]. As association with transcription-related
functions seems to be common for TNR-containing genes,
we reanalyzed all TNR-containing groups of genes for
their association with just five representative (arbitrarily
selected) transcription-related GO terms, assuming a
nominal P< 0.01 as significant (Figure 4A). This step
led to the identification of additional groups of genes
with transcription-related functions harboring the coding
TNRs ccg (Pro), cgg (Ala) and agg (Glu) (Figure 4A). In
the case of genes containing gat repeats coding for Asp,
enrichment in some of the transcription-related terms is
also observed but is statistically not significant. The results
obtained for cct coding Ser and gat coding Asp were con-
sidered non-informative rather than negative due to the

Table 1. Functional associations of TNR-containing genes

TNR Location N Effect The representative GO-term Fraction
of genes

Fold
enrich.

P-value Bon
ferroni

gtt 30 UTR 31 No
att 30 UTR 24 No

acc His 26 transcription/nucleic acids
binding/nucleus location

GO:0006355�regulation of transcription.
DNA-dependent

0.50 3.9 8.7E�06 4.5E�02

GO:0005634�nucleus 0.73 3.1 2.6E�08 2.3E�05
agg 50 UTR 22 No

Glu 79 transcription/nucleic acids
binding/nucleus location

GO:0006355�regulation of transcription.
DNA-dependent

0.25 2.1 2.3E�03 ns

GO:0005634�nucleus 0.76 1.4 5.6E�06 4.8E�03
cct Ser 20 No

gat Asp 21 transcription/nucleic acids
binding/nucleus locationa

GO:0006355�regulation of transcription.
DNA-dependent

0.19 2.5 ns ns

GO:0005634�nucleus 0.13 1.8 ns ns
cag 50 UTR 20 No

Gln 94 transcription/nucleic acids
binding/nucleus location

GO:0006355�regulation of transcription.
DNA-dependent

0.48 3.8 2.3E�17 1.2E�13

GO:0005634�nucleus 0.66 2.5 1.9E�15 1.7E�12

Ser 35 transcription/nucleic acids
binding/nucleus location

GO:0006355�regulation of transcription.
DNA-dependent

0.44 3.6 4.7E�06 2.4E�02

GO:0005634�nucleus 0.53 2.2 3.0E�04 2.3E�01

ctg Leu 69 membrane location GO:0031224�intrinsic to membrane 0.63 2.1 5.0E�08 4.3E�05

cgg 50 UTR 134 protein ST kinase activity GO:0004674�protein serine/threonine
kinase activity

0.11 4.8 2.3E�06 6.7E�03

Gly 42 transcription/nucleic acids
binding/nucleus location

GO:0006355�regulation of transcription.
DNA-dependent

0.44 3.2 6.0E�06 3.1E�02

GO:0005634�nucleus 0.61 2.2 8.4E�06 7.2E�03

Ala 40 transcription/nucleic acids
binding/nucleus location

GO:0006355�regulation of transcription.
DNA-dependent

0.28 2.5 6.1E�03 ns

GO:0005634�nucleus 0.43 1.9 3.3E�03 ns
ccg 50 UTR 72 No

Ala 37 transcription/nucleic acids
binding/nucleus location

GO:0006355�regulation of transcription.
DNA-dependent

0.61 4.8 5.5E�12 2.9E�08

GO:0005634�nucleus 0.72 2.7 1.6E�08 1.4E�05

Pro 21 transcription/nucleic acids
binding/nucleus location

GO:0006355�regulation of transcription.
DNA-dependent

0.45 3.3 1.5E�03 ns

GO:0005634�nucleus 0.60 2.1 5.1E�03 ns

anot significant.
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low number of genes present in these groups. Although the
five analyzed GO terms were selected arbitrarily, similar
results were obtained for other transcription-related GO
terms (Supplementary Table S4). Altogether, we identified
eight groups of genes containing different types of TNRs
located in ORFs that show significant enrichment (2–5�)
in transcription-related GO terms. We have further shown
that both the enrichment factor and the fraction of genes
classified to specific transcription-related GO terms
increase with TNR length (Figure 4B). This association
with transcription-related GO terms generally was not
observed for genes containing TNRs localized in the
untranslated regions of mRNA. This result further
confirms the observation that TNRs coding for AA
tracts are responsible for the observed associations and

that increased TNR length (in the analyzed range)
enhances this association. The observation that TNR-
containing genes are associated with transcription-related
functions was reported earlier; however, these reports
were either limited to a specific TNR type (CAG coding
homo-Gln) (32) or extended to all TNR-containing genes
not distinguished by type, location or encoded AA
tract (22). Here for the first time, we have shown
that several different types of TNRs coding for different
AAs are responsible for this association. The only AA
characteristic that is overrepresented in the group of
AAs tracts associated with transcription-related functions
is polarity (we have analyzed many chemical and
physical properties of AAs, e.g. those characterized
in CHIP Bioinformatics Tools http://snpper.chip.

Figure 4. Many different groups of TNR-containing genes are associated with transcription-related functions. (A) Bar plot showing the overrepre-
sentation (y-axis) of representative transcription-related GO terms in all analyzed groups of TNR-containing genes. TNR type, mRNA localization
and coded AA are indicated on the x-axis. The type and number of GO terms are indicated in the graph legend. The P-value for individual
associations is indicated on the graph. (B–D) To test whether transcription-related association depends on TNR length, we divided all genes
belonging to the transcription-associated group into four length-defined classes [6U (N=167), 7U (64), 8–9U (66) and �10U (47)]. The classes
were so defined to obtain comparable class sizes sufficient for GO analysis. The bar plots show the association of genes containing increasingly long
TNRs with GO:0006350, transcription; GO:0005634, nucleus and GO:0003677, DNA binding terms. The upper and lower panels show fold enrich-
ment and the fraction of genes classified as related to the various GO terms, respectively.
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org/bio/showamino). However, the excess of polar AAs
among those associated with transcription is probably
merely due to the general excess of polar homo-AA
tracts in human proteins observed in this study and
earlier (38,39).

As the properties of AAs do not explain the association
of TNR-containing genes with transcription, we hypothe-
size that this association is related not to a simple excess of
a specific type of AA but rather to properties shared by
different (but not all; e.g. homo-Leu tracts) homo-AA
tracts. It was shown earlier that the presence of such
tracts may influence protein localization (40), interactions
and aggregation (43), structure (38,44) and toxicity (45). It
was also shown that the presence of homo-AA tracts in
some proteins is highly conserved across eukaryotes (38).
Analysis of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) showed a sig-
nificant underrepresentation of homo-AA tract-
containing proteins among proteins with solved structures
(44,46,47). Even proteins with known structures have, in
most cases, an unsolved region with homo-AA tracts. This
suggests that homo-AA tracts in most proteins form
unstable or disordered structures that can serve as
flexible linkers or hinges (44) modulating structure and
facilitating interactions with other macromolecules
(38,44). Another feature of homo-AA tracts that may be
implicated in transcription-related functions is the forma-
tion of charge clusters that lead to unusual charge distri-
bution in proteins (39). Such charge clusters
can be elements facilitating recognition of and interaction
with other molecules. It has been shown that
charge clusters are associated with transcriptional activa-
tion, membrane receptor activity and developmental reg-
ulation (39).

The only association of genes containing TNRs in
ORFs that does not relate to transcription is the associa-
tion of ctg TNRs coding homo-Leu tracts with membrane
localization [Table 1, Supplementary Table S4
(ctg_ORF_L)]. The overrepresentation of homo-Leu
tracts in membrane-associated proteins is most likely
related to the high hydrophobicity of Leu. Hydrophobic
AA runs are commonly found in transmembrane segments
of receptors and other membrane-attached proteins.

We did not find any functional association with genes
containing TNRs (att and gtt) in the 30-UTR. This lack of
association is in agreement with the fact that both att and
gtt are underrepresented in exons (Figure 1). On the other
hand, one TNR localized in the untranslated region that
shows a functional association is cgg localized in the
50-UTR [Supplementary Table S4 (cgg_5UTR)]. Genes
containing cgg TNRs in the 50-UTR are overrepresented
in GO terms related to protein phosphorylation and
kinase activity. This association shows that the function
of TNRs can be expressed not only at the protein level but
also at the level of RNA or DNA.

Some mRNAs contain multiple TNRs in various
combinations

About 11% (96/878) of TNR-containing genes har-
bor more than one TNR (Supplementary Table S5). The
number of genes containing multiple TNRs in exons

(multi-TNR-genes) is shown in Figure 5A (prior to
counting the multi-TNR-genes, we merged TNRs that
apparently belong to longer TNR-tracts separated by
interruptions; such TNRs represent �3% of all TNRs).
Extreme examples of such genes are presented in
Figure 5. The general distribution of TNR types in
multi-TNR-genes is similar to the distribution of all
TNRs in exons, with the most frequent being cgg, cag
and ccg. In most cases (81/96), the TNRs co-occurring
in multi-TNR-genes are of different types. The for-
mal analysis of TNR co-occurrence did not show any
significantly overrepresented TNR pair (pairs
composed of TNRs of the same type were only
slightly overrepresented). The functional classification
(GO) of multi-TNR-genes also did not reveal significant
disparity from the trends observed in other groups of
TNR-containing genes. Although of weak power, the
above facts suggest that the observed co-occurrence of
TNRs in multi-TNR genes is rather random
and that gene functionality does not favor specific TNR
pairs.
The secondary-structure prediction of mRNAs contain-

ing multiple TNR tracts suggests that in specific mRNAs,
fully complementary TNR sequences may interact with
each other even if they are well separated in the mRNA
sequence, thus making the mRNA structures more
compact (Figure 5).

Functionality of TNRs can be expressed at the protein,
DNA (genetic) and RNA levels

The most important argument for a functional role of
homo-AA tracts comes from functional association
analyses, both those published earlier (32,38,48) and
those presented in our articles. Our results show that
almost all groups of genes containing TNRs in the ORF
associate with GO-defined terms, and these associations
seem to be specific for TNRs localized in ORFs
(Figure 4). Potential functions of homo-AA tracts were
analyzed in several earlier publications (38,39,48). In this
study, we discussed function of homo-AA tracts in the
section describing results of functional associations.
Although the AA-coding property seems to be the most
important factor driving accumulation of TNRs in ORFs,
the type of TNR coding for a specific homo-AA tract is
not random and probably depends on TNR properties
expressed either at the DNA (genetic) or at the RNA
level. Similar conclusions can be drawn from results
showing that the homogeneity of TNRs coding for AA
tracts is higher than that of TNRs localized in the
genome (49). Another result suggesting the functionality
of TNRs on the DNA and/or RNA level is the functional
association of genes containing cgg in the 50-UTR with
GO-defined protein serine/threonine kinase activity.
The function of TNRs at the DNA (genetic) level is

probably related mostly to their high mutability.
Although mutations are usually associated with deleteri-
ous effects, several elegant lines of evidence suggest a ben-
eficial role for the high mutability of microsatellites. A
high mutation rate of microsatellites can increase plastic-
ity and facilitate adaptation of certain classes of genes
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Figure 5. Genes with multiple TNRs. (A) Graph showing the number of genes with two or more TNRs. (B) The inset table characterizes the TNRs
localized to genes containing the highest number (4 and 6) of TNRs. In the table, gene name, TNR type, TNR length, mRNA region, coded AA,
genomic localization and genomic distance between successive TNRs are indicated. (C) Secondary structure of POU3F3 mRNA containing six TNRs
(the simulation represents the lowest energy structure generated by the Mfold program).
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during evolution (49–53). For example, microsatellites
located in rapidly evolving developmental genes were
shown to differ significantly between morphologically dif-
ferent breeds of dogs (50) and may be considered a major
source of phenotypic variation in evolution, facilitating a
rapid response to selective pressure (49,50,54). The poten-
tial of microsatellites to act as ‘advantageous mutators’ or
‘facilitators of evolution’ was recently discussed in two
excellent review articles (34,55).

TNRs located in RNA can also modulate many differ-
ent functions on the molecular level. It was shown that
TNRs and other types of microsatellites in RNA can
regulate gene expression (35,56–59), serve as protein
binding sites (60,61) and splicing enhancers (62), induce
transcription slippage and influence RNA stability (63,64).
The above functions are related mainly to microsatellites
localized in untranslated portions of transcripts [reviewed
in ref. (65)]. The feature that may contribute most to the
function of TNRs in RNA is their structure. The func-
tional role of structures formed by TNRs is strongly sup-
ported by the correlation of the structure-forming
potential of TNRs (66–68) with their overrepresentation
in exons. As shown in Figure 1C, the five TNR types most
overrepresented in exons form stable hairpin structures in
transcripts (66,67). These include four cng (n: any
nucleotide) repeats and gac repeats. The latter is of very
low frequency in the genome. On the other hand, TNRs
that remain single-stranded are strongly underrepresented
in exons. This suggests that hairpin-forming repeats have
functional roles in the regulation of gene expression
(66,69). The situation is less clear for the G-rich repeats
agg and tgg (ugg) that form G-quadruplex structures in
RNA (68,70). The former is 4.5-fold overrepresented and
the latter 3.1-fold underrepresented in human exons.
Beside their abundance in ORFs (85%), agg repeats are
also frequent in the 50-UTRs of mRNAs (20%), and they
may, like other G-quadruplexes at this location (71), be
involved in translational regulation. In contrast, ugg
repeats are practically absent in transcripts. It should
also be noted that structure-forming properties expressed
at the RNA level correlate well with similar properties in
DNA single strands (22); thus, it cannot be excluded that
DNA structure contributes to TNR functionality.

Although in this study we focused mostly on
TNRs localized in exons, TNRs outside exons can also
be important functional elements. These TNRs may influ-
ence gene expression if localized in promoters, splicing if
present in introns, and local chromosome structure,
DNA–protein interactions, recombination and other
functions.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have shown that the occurrence of TNRs
in exons is strongly biased compared with their genomic
frequency. Some TNR types are strongly overrepresented
(CGG>CAG>GAC>AGG) while others are under-
represented (AAT>AAC>AAG) in exons. This result
is a simple and direct argument supporting the notion
that TNRs are important functional genetic elements

undergoing strong selective pressure (34,49,50,54,55,72).
Our results, along with various lines of evidence
reported previously [e.g. (38,39,48,50,59,73,74)], allow us
to conclude that the functionality of TNRs can be
expressed at the protein, DNA (genetic) and RNA levels.
Regardless of the level at which the functionality of

TNRs predominates, our results suggest that TNRs are
potential functional genetic elements whose
polymorphism can modulate many common phenotypes.
Therefore, we propose that polymorphic TNRs should be
considered as priority variants in association studies. The
low number of high-ranked phenotype-TNR associations
identified thus far probably results from the fact that
most association studies have focused on easily genotyped
SNPs. Moreover, little is known about the genome-
wide linkage disequilibrium (LD) between TNR
polymorphisms and SNP markers. Nevertheless, several
reports have shown associations of TNRs with complex
human phenotypes/diseases (49,75–77). Among the most
striking are the associations of CAG TNRs localized in
the androgen receptor (AR) gene with male infertility
(78,79) and prostate cancer (80).
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